**Product Description:**

Specification grade, 2X2 parabolic lens troffer provides low glare, light cut-off and visual comfort for all commercial and industrial buildings. Black perimeter (reveal) provides “floating” louver façade.

**Lumen Output:** 3,990

**Material:** Housing is die-formed and embossed with 22 gauge steel. The fixture is then coated with high reflectance baked white enamel. Support rails are black. Knockouts are provided on the back as well as both ends of the housing. Ballast cover is tool-less and easily snaps in place.

**Louvers:** Louvers are held in place by 2 positive cam latches on one side and are reversible. Standard finish for aluminum louvers is semi-specular (satin finish). Louvers can be provided with different cell counts at a surcharge. Standard cell count is 9 with 3X3 pattern.

**Mounting:** Recessed inverted T-Bar ceilings. Grid mount. Frame-in kit available for mounting in plaster or wood ceilings.

**UL listing:** Fixture and ballast are UL listed.

**Ballast:** Multi-Volt: 120-277 Volt. Thermally protected, class P, HPF (High Power Factor), Non PCB. In most cases, G.E. ballast is installed depending on availability.

**Options:** All below-listed options require 2-3 week lead-time and are available upon quote request:

- **Louver cell count options:** 6 cell with 2X3 pattern or 16 cell with 4X4 pattern.
- **Air return configuration:** (Static is standard).
- **Emergency Ballast:** Emergency Ballasts with various lumen outputs are available. 1,400 Lumen output is required for T5HO lamps.
- **Whip:** 6 ft. whip with either 3 X 18 gauge wires or 4 X 18 gauge wires is available. 10, 12, and 15 ft. lengths are also available.
- **Cord options:** Cord sets are available in various lengths with plug, twist lock, disconnect or quick connect options.
- **Dimming ballast:** Dimming ballast is available with universal voltage capability (120-277 Volt).
- **Dual Ballast:** 2 ballasts can be provided with following combinations depending on number of lamps: 1 lamp+1 lamp - 2 lamp + 1 lamp - 2 lamp + 2 lamp + 3 lamp + 1 lamp.
- **Reflector:** Premium, full specular reflectors with mirror finish are available with a surcharge to enhance light distribution and efficiency.

**Dimensions:** 23-3/4" (603 mm) Wide, 24" (610mm) Long, 5-1/2" (140mm) Deep.

**Weight:** 12 lbs.

**Warranty:** 3 Year for the fixture. Ballast warranty is provided by General Electric.

**Made in USA**

---

**Dimensional Drawing:**
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